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Customer Service – is it really all that 
different now



• Customer Service has a connotation of a transaction – it’s the advice or 
assistance you give.

• Consumer Experience is focused on the human interaction and emotional 
connection – it’s the total journey of a consumer’s interaction with the 
service.

Customer Service Vs Consumer 
Experience



What makes a great experience?



Customer experience (CX) =              
interactions between a customer + 
an organization throughout their 
business relationship.

An interaction = 

• awareness,

• discovery,

• cultivation,

• advocacy,

• purchases and service. ... 

If you want your customers to stay 
loyal, you have to invest in their 
experience!



Single most exciting opportunity 
for organisations:



Research by American Express found that 60% of customers are 
willing to pay more for a better experience.

The Temkin Group found that companies earning $1 billion annually 
can expect to earn, on average, an additional $700 million within 3 
years of investing in customer experience.

That’s a 70% increase in revenue within 36 months!

Companies who successfully implement a customer 
experience strategy…

achieve higher customer satisfaction rates, reduced 
customer churn and increased revenues!

Research..



• Customer experience (CX) transformation results in value creation 
including

• Increased retention and loyalty

• Increased share of wallet and lifetime value

• optimised customer acquisition 

• Increased price and tolerance to price

• Greater cross-sell opportunity

• Reduced cost to serve

• Improved brand awareness and equity

• Increased revenue

• CX drives revenue by starting with loyalty. Retention loyalty leads to 
enrichment loyalty leads to recommendation loyalty

Reduced compliance costs

Why invest in customer experience



86% of consumers 
are willing to pay more 
for a better customer 
experience 
BAIN & CO



Customers who have a positive experience with a 
business are more likely to become a repeat and loyal 
customer.

A study by Oracle found that 74% of senior executives 
believe that customer experience impacts the 
willingness of a customer to be a loyal advocate.

If you want your customers to stay loyal, you have to 
invest in their experience!

Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM)



• Vision and Values 
Statements

• Values are embedded 
into culture which 
includes delivering 
through service, be 
humble and 
embracing change. 
(Zappos)

• These drive the 
behaviour of your 
organisation. 

Create a clear customer experience 
vision



• Improved services rely on proactive staff at all levels

• Clear vision, purpose and values? 

• Clear lines of authority with regular catchups?

• Supported with tools to download any time of day?

• Are regular staff seen and heard? 

Start with the leadership team



Generational descriptors eg grey nomads, baby boomers etc

What do each group want and need from an aged care service

Customer expectations?

If you really want to understand customer needs and wants, then you need to 
be able to connect and empathize with the situations that your customers 
face.

Current and Future

Understand who your customers 
are



• The best customer experiences are achieved when a member of your 
team creates an emotional connection with a customer.

• Journal of Consumer Research has found that more than 50% of an 
experience is based on an emotion as emotions shape the attitudes 
that drive decisions.

• Customers become loyal because they are emotionally attached and 
they remember how they feel when they use a product or service. A 
business that optimizes for an emotional connection outperforms 
competitors by 85% in sales growth.

• According to a recent Harvard Business Review study titled “The New 
Science of Customer Emotions“, emotionally engaged customers are:
- At least three times more likely to recommend your product or service
- Three times more likely to re-purchase
- Less likely to shop around (44% said they rarely or never shop around)
- Much less price sensitive (33% said they would need a discount of over 

20% before they would defect).

Create an emotional connection with 
your customers



Aged Care providers are expect to deliver a differentiated exceptional 
experience

• Every day

• To every customer/consumer (resident/client, next of kin and friend) 

• Of every product and/or service

• By every employee

• Through every channel

• At every interaction

• In every community

The above is an unrealistic organizational expectation without an 
organisational focus around customer experience

customer experience goal



• Online

• Social 
media

• Phone

• Referral

• Advertising

• Signage

Mapping moments that matter

Research Enquiry Onboarding
Service 
delivery

Service 
changes

Departure

• Online

• Social 
media

• Phone

• Visit

• In person. 
Onsite for 
ResCare 
and in 
customers 
home for 
HomeCare

• In person • Online

• Phone

• In person

• Phone

• In person



Intake assessments reduce complaints

• Visible signs on display with clear instructions on how 
to make a complaint 

• Improve culture and transparency of complaints and 
timeliness on reporting

• Overcome fear of reprisals

• Strengthening consumer assistance and advocacy.

Notify residents and make accessible 
via all touchpoints



• Meet with and communicate with consumer 

• Try to understand their experience

• Offer above and beyond

• Show compassion

• Over deliver

Regular feedback and contact



• Most organizations have an annual survey process where they capture the 
overall feedback of your team; how engaged they are and the businesses 
ability to deliver an exceptional service.

• But, what happens in the 11 months between these survey periods?

• Usually, nothing happens. And this is where continuous employee feedback 
can play a role using tools that allow staff to share ideas on how to improve 
the customer experience and for managers to see how staff is feeling 
towards the business.

• For example, using project management software or social media tools, 
you can create a closed environment where your organization can leave 
continuous feedback.

Act on employee feedback



You default to mediocrity if you do not aim for excellence

Lack of decision is a form of decision

Employee decisions matter

Every task is an opportunity

Every action has a recipient

Everything you do matters

mediocrity excellence



You can’t have a great consumer 
experience without a great employee 
experience:  CX + EX = CEX



Consumer perception



Turn issues into opportunities

• Going above and beyond

• By listening to an unhappy customer and 
working their complaint through 

• That Customer can became an Advocate for 
your business.

• Hmm.. ?reputation



What is the Consumer Experience in 
Age Services?

KPMG Mystery Shoppers



KPMG Key Findings



• - “I found it so difficult and frustrating and time consuming to get 
answers to my questions and to have my concerns taken seriously. I had 
no experience in working through bureaucratic processes. Also, it’s 
difficult to describe the stress I was under“. Mrs Barbara Spriggs, Wife of 
Bob Spriggs, Oakden 2016 

•
- “Carers aged 70-79: Over 1/3 care is between 40-60 hours a week and 
just under 1/3 care for 60+ hours a week.” Ms Susan Elderton, National 
Policy Manager of Carers Australia

• - “One of the principal fears that people have of going into residential 
care is that they get disconnected”. Mr Ian Yates (Chair COTA). 

The Royal Commission..



This Royal Commission will primarily look at the quality of care 

provided in Residential and Home Aged Care…” Greg Hunt, Health 

Minister (17 Sep 2018).



• Standard 1: Consumer dignity and choice

• Standard 2: Ongoing assessment and planning with consumers

• Standard 3: Personal care and clinical care

• Standard 4: Services and supports for daily living

• Standard 5: Organisation’s service environment

• Standard 6: Feedback and complaints

• Standard 7: Human resources

• Standard 8: Organisational governance

Quality of Care Amendment Principles 
2018:



• Inserting ‘consumer’ in place of ‘care recipient’

• Consumer definition: A person to whom an approved provider provides 
(or is to provide) care through an aged care service or their 
representative.

• Moving from ‘compliance’ to ‘service’

• Compliance – meeting accreditation standards

• Service - partnership

• Quality standards

• Standards for quality of care and quality of life.

FROM QUALITY OF CARE 
PRINCIPLES 2014 TO QUALITY 
STANDARDS 2018



• “If you think of it in terms of the Gold Rush, then you'd be pretty 
depressed right now because the last nugget of gold would be gone. 

• But the good thing is, with customer feedback and innovation, THERE 
ISN'T A LAST NUGGET. Every new thing creates two new questions and 
two new opportunities.” Jeff Bezos, CEO, Amazon.

Opportunties



• The move towards Consumer Directed Care (CDC) for some years now.

• The focus of Home Care for some years with the introduction of CDC and now 
Increasing Choice in Home Care. 

• Further reforms planned for 2020 which could include more self-management 
by consumers and their families.

• CDC is also a big focus now in Residential Care.

• The Government is continuing to take a consumer rights-based (person-
centred) approach. They are doing this through:

- Consumer Experience Reports (CER)

- The new Single Charter of Aged Care Rights

• Dignity, respect, safety and quality, choice and control, comments 
and complaints 

- The new Aged Care Quality Standards.

• Feedback and complaints

It’s all about the Consumer



Aged Care Complaints Commissioner



Who is complaining?

Aged Care Complaints commission 2017



Most common residential care complaints   

• Medication administration and management (559), 

• Falls prevention and post fall management (382) and 

• Personal and oral hygiene (365)

Aged Care complaints commission



Providers committed to consumer-centred care and 
improvement recognise that mistakes happen and 
complaints matter. 

 Consumers now drive revenue - needs change very quickly  

 Complaints are key to decision making and improved service quality 

 Drives awareness of issues, finds solutions and improves care

 ‘Canary in the coal mine’, indicating

 Consumers are at risk, and 

 If provider fails to fix an identified deficiency in care, then 
regulator intervention.

Raising concerns are 
opportunities for providers



Your customers are called ‘consumers’ by the government

• You may call them ‘residents’ if you are a Residential Aged Care provider 
or ‘clients’ if you are a Home Care provider

• Need to start realizing that they have different roles eg decisionmaker, 
influencer, user etc

• In some instances the care recipient is the decisionmaker – in other 
instances the decisionmaker is a family member (eg spouse or child), 
friend or representative (legally nominated guardian)

Aged Care Consumers



Analyses social media data and sentiment to form 
predictions.

Put millions of tweets through his programs at the Big 
Data and Smart Analytics lab to find out what people 
have been thinking about and feeling this elections.

'My methods survey more people, I got opinions of 
around half a million people, while polls I believe only 
survey in range of 1000,' Prof Stantic said. 

'Also it appears people are more honest when talking to 
friends and social media than answering polls.’

Social Media vs tradition

Professor Bela Stantic

Griffith University



Big Data Analytics

'It is scary how accurate prediction can be done by analysing 

social media,' he said.

5% of social media data reflected 95% accuracy.

‘This is probably reason why it got all elections correct (Trump and 

Morrison) as well as Brexit despite polls telling a different story.'

'Such analytics can provide much more accurate information than 

telephone polling, especially in a day and age where people have caller ID 

and don't have landlines.

The amount of data that all of us generate is truly staggering, and it is 

continuing to grow. This publicly available data is secret treasure of 

information if we know how to discover it.' 



- Engage their employees. These motivated employees 
embody the customer and brand promise in all 
interactions with consumers and are empowered to 
do the right thing. 

- Have executives that engage with employees at 
every level of the organisation.

- Some organisations create boards or panels of 
customers to provide feedback

- Establish metrics that capture customer feedback and 
use that information to drive action through the 
organisation

- Have cross-functional governance in place. To move 
from knowledge to action organisations need proper 
governance and leadership. Organisational alignment 
requires constant reiteration and high-level 
commitment across the entire company to ensure 
each area delivers customer value

- Celebrate wins to demonstrate value creation

Customer Centric Organisations



The customers perception is your 
reality!!

Kate Zabriskie



Leading Age Services Australia (LASA)

is the national peak body representing all providers of age services

across residential care, home care and retirement living.


